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Call aimed

THALES ALENIA SPACE and additional SAFE cluster members
SPACE-EO-2019 Calls
More specifically:
DT-SPACE-01-EO-2018-2020 (Copernicus market uptake)
LC-SPACE-04-EO-2019-2020 (Copenicus evolution)
LC-SPACE-05-EO-2019 (Copernicus Evolution)
DT-SPACE-06-EO-2019 (International Cooperation Copernicus)
Loic Chanvillard
loic.chanvillard@safecluster.com
Phone: +33 (0)4 89 86 69 54 / mob : +33(0)6 47 81 02 78

Contact
Magali jaffard
Magali.jaffard@safecluster.com
Mob : +33 (0)7 77 68 64 74
Website

www.safecluster.com / www.thalesaleniaspace.com

Description of the applicants:

SAFE is a French aerospace, defense and security Cluster. We bring together more than 400
French players * in these activities for the development of their innovation and international
business. The cluster is member of Copernicus Relay network and of the French SPACE NCP
network.
See the complete description in the link above

THALES ALENIA SPACE is an international company combining 40 years of experience
and a unique diversity of expertise, talents and cultures, Thales Alenia Space architects design and
deliver high technology solutions for telecommunications, navigation, Earth observation,
environmental management, exploration, science and orbital infrastructures. Thales Alenia Space
believes in space as humankind’s new horizon, which will enable to build a better, more sustainable
life on Earth.


Potential SMEs and Research Institutes additional partnership
Cluster directory (p15): http://www.safecluster.com/annuaire/

Objectives
Major French players with core activities in space industry are looking for partnership within European H2020
proposal in progress for next SPACE-EO 2019 calls to provide space industry and technologies expertise in
Earth Observation related call. They expect to develop commercial relationship within space applications
economical value chains. The key objective is to support the development of space downstream services in
Europe.

Main activities and expertise proposal
THALES ALENIA SPACE (TAS) can provide expertise about space technologies either in Telecommunication,
Observation and Navigation, and also on cross technologies and new approaches enabling to solve end-users
demands. Concerning Copernicus, TAS is partner of MUNDI DIAS UE project and can provide a support to link
the DIAS with services and mission definition of these UE proposal.

Position expected and financial aspects
Contribution on existing initiative is fully compatible with this request, as SAFE partners are not requesting
a prime position in those proposals, except if needed by other European Partners considering interest of
reinforced or better results of the potential project.

Deadline
The deadline for every calls is 12th March

